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1). What is public administration? Have you ever been in contact with 
public administration? 
2). What are modern administrative systems based on? 
3). What institutions are involved in public administration? 
4). What qualities should a public administrator possess? 
5). What are the activities of public administrators?  
6). How is a system based on personal preferment function? 
7). Modern administrative system is based on objective norms. What are 
these objective norms? 
8). Why do people think of elected officials when they think about 
government?  
9). Define the following notions «administration», «management», 
«business administration» and «public administration». 
10. Why is it important to know synonyms and antonyms? 
11). What are the examples of synonyms and antonyms? 
12). What is the definition of a public organization? 
13). What is the purpose of a public sector? 
14). What are the five major functions of the public sector? 
15). What are the steps of the decision-making process? 
16). What are the decision making models? 
17). What is leadership? 
18). Which is the definition of participative leadership? 
19). What is the relationship between leaders and followers? 
20). What is a public service system? 
21). Speak about the purpose of a public service? 
22). How to write a report properly and effectively? 
23). What is an essay format? 
24). How do you make annotations? 
25). What does the term constitution mean? 



26). How many types of constitution do you know? 
27). What is democracy? 
28). What are the 4 types of democracy? 
29). What is the most common form of democracy? 
30). What is full democracy? 
31). How is the state level of government structured? 
32). What is the role of the state government? 
33). Which state has the best government? 
34). What is legal system of a country? 
35). What is the basis of the legal system? 
36). What are the major types of legal systems? 
37). What is a presentation format? 
38). What is social protection? What does it cover? 
39). What are the types and functions of social protection?  
40). What are the 3 levels in a social protection systems? 
41). What do you think about European Social Model?  
42). What is the difference between social security and social protection?  
43). Why do we need social protection?  
44. What are different forms of government? 
45). What is social protection? What does it cover? 
46). What are the types and functions of social protection?  
47). What are the 3 levels in a social protection system? 
48). What do you think about European Social Model?  
49). What is the difference between social security and social protection?  
50). Speak about UNICEF as a leading global partner on social protection  


